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Abstract—Recent advancements in sensor technology have reflected promise in collaborative utilization; specifically, multisource
remote sensing data correspondence identification attracts increasing attention. In this article, a domain-transfer learning based
generative correspondence analysis (DT-GCA) scheme is proposed,
which enables identifying corresponding data in optical and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images with small-sized reference data.
In the proposed architecture, an adversarial domain-translator
is investigated as general-purpose domain transference solution
to learn cross domain features. The optical-aided implicit representation, which is regarded as the clone of SAR, is adopted to
estimate the correlation with SAR images. Particularly, the designed GCA integrates optical-generated features with SAR tightly
instead of treating them separately and eliminates the discrepancy
influence of different sensors. Experiments on cross-domain remote
sensing data are validated, and extensive results demonstrate that
the proposed DT-GCA yields substantial improvements over some
state-of-the-art techniques when only limited training samples are
available.
Index Terms—Multisource correspondence identification,
pattern recognition, remote sensing, transfer learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
ITH the rapid development of observation technologies, collaborative utilization of information from varied
sensors has attracted considerable attention recently [1], [2].
Many tasks benefit from multisource information collaboration,
where collaborative observation and monitoring applications
with operational requirements have been extensively studied
[3]–[5]. However, multisource images reflect great diversity in
data volume, scale, and measurement system; thus, any subsequent fusion requests may fail without alignment and proper
correlation of measurements for the same scene. Therefore,
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correspondence analysis serves a reasonably wide demand base
in many areas.
In remote sensing area, the acquisition time for multisource
data varies enormously according to corresponding collection
purpose. Heterogeneous sensors represent potentially varied
temporal, radiometric, geometric, and other properties. Therefore, heterogeneous image matching and correspondence identification are a common requirement for remote sensing applications, and the correspondence analysis has played significant role
in specific applications, such as multisource coregistration, heterogeneous sensor data retrieval, and stereogrammetry [6]–[8].
There have already been some successful correspondence estimation investigations in computer vision setting. Metric learning, as a straightforward correlation analysis method, achieves
improved results on simple similarity functions, e.g., Euclidean
distance [9]. Nevertheless, with totally different imaging mechanism of remote sources and the scarcity of labeled patches,
similarity function gets unwieldy to learn on multisource data
[10]; the effectiveness of parameters optimization involved in
similarity estimation would be uncontrollable, due to insufficient
analysis of the data volume diversity and nonlinear radiometric
differences under limited training data. For multisource remote
sensing data correlation estimation, conventional hand-crafted
approaches focus on matching human-engineering features.
Gradient methods generally use both magnitudes and orientations for catching image properties. For example, researchers
took advantage of spatial constrains to refine scale-invariant
feature transform (SIFT) features [11], and the modified SIFT
features were utilized for correlation analysis. However, gradient
magnitudes may not be correlated due to different contrasts
between images [12]. Ye et al. [13] further proposed a structural
properties based feature descriptor for multimodal remote sensing image similarity metric. Aforementioned approaches involve
massive hand-crafted features, which depend heavily on experts’
experience and parameter setting. Nevertheless, it is difficult to
find appropriate parameters to generate features for multisensor
data similarity estimation.
Recently, deep-learning-based methods have broadly replaced hand-engineered approaches in image matching and
correlation estimation [14], [15]. In [16], the in-depth analysis
showed that the convolutional descriptors outperform SIFT in
most cases except for the blur cases. Zbontar et al. [17] further
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demonstrated that convolutional neural network (CNN) was a
good fit for computing the stereo matching cost. Inspired by the
successful use of Siamese networks for image matching, Merkle
et al. [18] adopted the Siamese network to learn the spatial
shift between optical and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) image
patches. Nevertheless, Zagoruyko et al. [19] pointed out that
when compared to restricted Siamese networks, pseudo-Siamese
networks are more flexible and adaptable. Thus in [20], a pseudoSiamese architecture was deployed to learn the identification of
corresponding patches in SAR and optical images. However,
compared with Siamese CNN, the number of parameters involved in pseudo-Siamese network expands accordingly, and it
is difficult to avoid the overfitting issue due to the low available
quantity of annotated samples in a deep CNN. Moreover, in
[21], generative adversarial networks (GANs) were utilized for
controlling radiometry difference between optical and SAR
images. Multisource analysis and correspondence estimation
can be achieved using different supervisory information, alleviating the incomplete analysis issue caused by limited training
patches. But this method is limited to deal with images containing objects, which exhibit the same geometric appearance in
optical and corresponding SAR image. Hughes et al. [22] then
proposed a false positive rate (FPR) suppression scheme for
SAR-optical matching by augmenting hard negative data. However, hard negative mining requires that the original annotated
dataset is large enough such that sufficient negative samples
can be explored and then generated for matching task; also,
the FPR suppression scheme lacks a comprehensive statistical
measure of cross-domain heterogeneity on comparable image
content.
When measuring the degree of correspondence between multisources, the heterogeneous information is not equally represented or measured in general matching algorithms under the
situation of annotated data scarcity, which heavily restricts final
correlation identification effect. To achieve better correspondence identification for optical and SAR data, a domain-transfer
learning based generalized correlation analysis (DT-GCA) is
proposed. Both data-driven supervisory information and annotated supervisory information are used for the correspondence
analysis task, alleviating the inherent limitation of training
data scarcity. Specifically, the proposed framework is formulated by optimizing both SAR-adapted domain translator-based
CNN (DT-CNN) and generative correspondence analysis (GCA)
module. First, inspired from [23], we remove the noise term
in conditional adversarial network and reduce the number of
transfer layers to construct an optical-SAR transfer network,
promoting the control of heterogeneous information following
data-constrained supervisory information. Accordingly, the information from optical domain is transferred to SAR domain by
DT-CNN, and the transformed optical data are then fed into
GCA module for further correspondence identification. It is
noteworthy to mention that joint representation has shown to
be effective in the fusion of multimedia information [24], and
GCA module is designed for multisource data correspondence
identification using the joint representation pattern for the first
time.
The main contributions can be summarized as follows.

1) Considering both geometric and radiometric differences
among optical and SAR data, the proposed DT-GCA integrates the heterogeneous information control, knowledge
transfer, and correspondence identification in a unified
framework. Besides, an efficient alternative optimization
strategy is exploited to train the entire transfer learning
model.
2) DT-CNN can align transformed optical data with SAR
data, minimizing the discrepancy, and the correspondence
of optical and SAR data can be comprehensively measured
in terms of any arbitrary probability distribution in the
mapped feature space. Therefore, DT-CNN is a successful
and adaptive application of adversarial learning in domain
discrepancy control.
3) Furthermore, GCA module is specifically designed to select informative features behaving similarly in two sources
via multilevel integration, where the transformed optical
data are tightly aligned with SAR, further eliminating the
diversity influence of different sensors.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Some related
works are briefly reviewed in Section II. The methodology is
described in Section III. The experimental results are reported
in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes this article.
II. RELATED METHOD
With the increasing use of correspondence identification
for applications such as object recognition [25], wide-baseline
stereo [26], multisensor image registration [12], and multiview reconstruction [27], many research works have been conducted to improve some components in the detector-descriptorsimilarity pipeline for precise correspondence estimation. In this
section, we specifically review related works on correspondence
analysis.
Based on the number of data source, existing correspondence
identification methods could be roughly divided into two categories: single-source correspondence analysis (SS-CA) and
multisource correspondence analysis (MS-CA). SS-CA focuses
on finding accurate correspondence from the same source [28],
[29], and MS-CA aims at identifying corresponding images
from different data sources. Most existing studies are focused
on SS-CA.
SS-CA: Specifically, SS-CA uses embedding learning methods to learn nonlinear mappings for generating intermediate
representations. For example, feature learning methods [30]–
[32] investigate descriptors to achieve satisfying correspondence estimation with appropriate distance metric. In [30] and
[32], multiple parameterized blocks were integrated for discriminative feature descriptor learning, and different learning
algorithms were proposed to find optimal parameters. Rather
than simply computing Euclidean distance between descriptor vectors [30], [32], boosting strategy was applied to learn
Mahalanobis distance metrics in [31]. In general, conventional
methods for correspondence identification involve descriptors
and similarity metrics, where most feature descriptors are
human-engineering outcomes, such as SIFT [33] or DAISY
[34]. While deep learning-based methods construct nonlinear
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mappings to generate low dimensional representations, whose
similarity is computed in some easy-to-compute distance metric
[9], [28], [29], realizing accurate correspondence estimation.
Moreover, novel elements were developed to compute crossinput differences, which captured local relationships between
two input images based on mid-level features from each input
image [35].
MS-CA: Despite that excellent identification performance
has been achieved, aforementioned methods focused on inputs
produced by the same sensor, hence their effects may not be
satisfactory on multisources correspondence identification with
extremely small size of labeled dataset. Generative networks
[1], [22], which work as data augmentation processors, have
been designed for overcoming data scarcity of MS-CA task.
However, these methods focused on data augmentation, and
only realized conclusive results as to whether generated data
improved classification performance based on existing matching algorithm; hence, these generative networks cannot be regarded as integrated solutions. In [36], this work constructed
an integrated framework of heterogeneous data analysis and
classification, while it has less effect on binary classification
problem, as in the correspondence identification task. In [20],
a multisensor correspondence predictor is learned for SAR and
optical images. It intended to address the heterogeneous nature
of multisensor data, and a specific pseudo-Siamese network
rather than a weight-shared Siamese network was designed.
However, the pseudo-Siamese network treats multisource data
correspondence identification as a simple parameterized block
based binary classification problem; therefore, the robustness
and accuracy of this straightforward correspondence identification strategy are still behind the expectation for real multisource
correspondence estimation applications, especially in the situation of limited training dataset.
Apparently, finding appropriate embedding feature descriptors, as in SS-CA, contributes to more effective correspondence
estimation. However, latent embedding space exploration for
MS-CA can be difficult due to strikingly different local changes
and global distribution of each source data. In this article, we
use transfer learning, which is an improvement of learning in
a new task through the transfer of knowledge from a related
task that has already been learned. Furthermore, different from
existing MS-CA, which only pays attention to either straightforward similarity estimation or simple parameterized block
based classification, we mainly aim at domain-transfer learning
to integrate two-domain translation (optical → SAR) before
performing multisource image correspondence identification,
which enables the minimization of marginal and conditional
distribution discrepancy of multiple sources, ultimately resulting
in successful correspondence identification.

III. PROPOSED DT-GCA FRAMEWORK
As illustrated in Fig. 2, the proposed DT-GCA framework
includes a domain-transfer module (Part I), called DT-CNN,
and a GCA module (Part II), called GCA. In the following, a
robust correspondence predictor for optical and SAR images is
described in details, and network training is elaborated.
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Fig. 1. Constraints for adjusting interclass and intraclass distances: (a) featurematching techniques, and (b) DT-CNN.

A. Domain Translator-Based CNN (DT-CNN)
Correspondence identification comprises two core challenges
in integrative processing of multisource images with limited
training samples. First, various intrinsic and extrinsic sensing
conditions may lead to image nonhomogeneity for each data
source. Second, multisource images reflect great diversity in
data volume, scale, and measurement system; the same content
of varied sources exhibits different intensity values. Therefore, it
is usually difficult to measure similarity based on their intensity
values, and the disparity between intensity values of multisource
images may lead to coincidental local intensity matching between noncorresponding content [37].
Current focuses of correspondence identification include contextual invariant representations, common structure extraction
from varying conditions, and robust similarity measures. Some
feature-matching techniques use deep CNN to explore the contextual invariant representation across a shared space (i.e., embedding space), which considers that source instances may not
be relevant to target instances. Therefore, it minimizes the distribution differences by reweighting both source and target samples
and then applying matching operation based on reweighted
features. In spite of the fact that such feature-matching based
approaches are intuitively designed [38] and effective for some
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Overall flowchart of the proposed DT-GCA for multisource data correspondence identification operation process.

correspondence identification problems, they may not be effective for large domain shift problems, where the distribution
difference cannot be appropriately reduced in the shared feature
space [39]. Hence, feature-matching techniques contain great
limitations to assess the correlation across multisource data with
strong appearance differences and limited training samples.
The major causes for the feature-matching techniques to have
little success on multisource data correspondence analysis are
two folded. 1) For feature-matching techniques, our first goal is
to identify an ideal embedding space, and then different sources
are projected to the unified embedding space, where features
of the same scene are expected to have small distance while
features of distinct scenes are expected to have large distance
value. As shown in Fig. 1(a), to search for the embedding space
that satisfies the distance criterion, both interclass and intraclass
distance are simultaneously adjusted in the optimization process
of feature-matching methods. Multiple constraints can increase
the uncertainty in stochastic optimization, leading to weak network generalization ability. 2) In feature-matching methods, it
is hard to identify an ideal embedding space guided only by
squared L2 distances or specific boolean label (+1/-1, indicating
correlation) within limited input instances, which may result in
incomplete semantic and contextual characteristic utilization,
causing information loss, and nonaccurate identification.
Based on the above analysis, we attempt to transfer optical
data to SAR data first, and each learning phase is under the
guidance of a complete SAR image as shown in Part I of Fig. 2.
By doing so, we eliminate the defect that comes from merely
manipulating boolean label to explore appropriate subspace
for quite different image pairs, and heterogeneous information between domains could be fully measured and integrated.
Besides, since multisource correspondence identification is a
typical binary classification issue, the distance of dissimilar
patches increases as the distance of similar patches decreases

Fig. 3.

Overall parameter configuration of the proposed DT-CNN.

undoubtedly, as shown in Fig. 1(b). This way, single distance
constraint is adequate to meet the requirement of interclass and
intraclass distances adjustment; hence, the optical-SAR domain
translator focuses solely on reducing the distance between multisource images containing identical scene. DT-CNN concentrates on enhancing the similarity of correspondence instances
across multisource images with one certain sensor-orientation
constraint, which promotes more stable parameters optimization
and robust feature representations.
Details of DT-CNN (Part I of Fig. 2) is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The common CNN model always involves in multiple functional
groups, each of which attains specific function. While in the
proposed DT-CNN, all the convolution operations are executed
with zero padding as in [23], and the convolution stride is set as 2.
DT-CNN is a significant component of whole transfer learning
framework, which is different from the widely used ordinary
GAN, and can be viewed as a successful GAN variant with
both domain-translator and identifier. GAN learns a mapping
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in the process of backpropagation following the guidance of
cross-entropy loss. GCA keeps the correlation of different spatial
scales, which are expected to be helpful for robust multisource
image correspondence identification.
C. Training Details of Proposed DT-GCA

Fig. 4.

Overall parameter configuration of the designed GCA.

from random noise vector z to output image y, G : z → y [40].
While conditional GAN learns a mapping from observed image
x to output y, and the random noise vector z is indispensable, G : {x, z} → y [23]. However, the optical-SAR translator module in Fig. 3 concentrates on mapping from observed
optical image to corresponding deterministic SAR image, and
DT-CNN does not introduce any noise term so as to obtain
a stable optical-SAR translator, playing an important role in
optical knowledge-transfer. Considering about the quantity of
training set, the number of hidden layers is reduced referring to
[23]. Also, the identifier of DT-CNN is optimized following
the guidance of cross-entropy loss instead of mean absolute
error loss used in [23]. Besides, the translator of DT-CNN is
optimized following the guidance of mean squared loss. The
training procedure of DT-CNN is shown in Fig. 6.
B. GCA Module
Since SAR and optical images lie on different manifolds,
it is not advisable to compare them directly by using existing
descriptors, especially for a few labeled samples. Using the
abovementioned well-trained DT-CNN, transfer learning can
be effectively implemented for optical-SAR correspondence
identification. Here, transfer learning is an optimization that
allows improved performance when modeling the second task
(i.e., correspondence identification) based on the first task (i.e.,
domain-transfer).
As shown in Fig. 4, we use both original SAR and opticalgenerated SAR (shorted as generative SAR) for correspondence
analysis in a joint representation pattern [24]. All the convolution
operations are executed with zero padding, and the kernel size
is set as 3. Besides, GCA module consists of three network
channels, i.e., SAR channel, generative SAR channel, and concatenation channel. Representative characteristics of SAR and
generative SAR are excavated through SAR channel and generative SAR channel, respectively. Additionally, concatenation
channel is designed for texture comparison of SAR and generative SAR. It is worth mentioning that concatenation channel
does not perform the texture comparison on constant observation
scale, but on transforming scale from fine to coarse. Moreover,
the forward operation of the network links the comparisons of
varied scales together, and all the comparisons are adjusted

The training process of the proposed method can be separated
into two stages. Specifically, the training strategy of DT-GCA is
summarized in Algorithm 1. First, for DT-CNN, only positive
image pairs are involved for domain translation. Positive image
pairs are optical and SAR images collected over the same area,
which ensures the tight correlation between optical and SAR
data for robust cross-domain transfer. Particularly, a simple but
effective data augmentation method is utilized, which produces
additional data without introducing extra labeling costs. In this
method, additional training samples are generated by rotating
90◦ , flipping, and adding noise (Gaussian noise of 0 mean and
0.01–0.03 standard deviation) in the training phase. In doing so,
the number of training samples can be increased by a factor
of four, ensuring the setting of well-tuned parameters. The
imperfect, generated samples act as a form of regularization,
which leads to a more discriminative model and reduces the
risk of over-fitting [22], [41]. For example, there is no satellites
traveling in an orbit, which follows the geometry of a 90◦
rotation; hence, the parameters optimization procedure needs
to cope with the tradeoff between diverse training samples.
As shown in Fig. 6, DT-CNN training consists of two phases,
i.e., translator activated phase and identifier activated phase.
These two phases are iterated in turns. The training phase I is
trained on every data batch, while the training phase II is trained
at eight-batch intervals. Accordingly, for training phase I, the
number of iterations in each epoch equals to N/B (N denotes
the number of training samples, B denote the batch size). For
training phase II, the number of iterations in each epoch equals
to N/(B ∗ 8). Apparently, the number of training iterations for
DT-CNN is set based on the training set capacity, rather than
using a fixed presetting number. The convergence performance
with different training set size is illustrated in Fig. 5. From the
convergence presentation, it’s clear that the oscillating descent
process is stable. Besides, for small-sized training set, it takes
much less iterations to reach the convergence state; therefore, the
dynamic setting of iterations for training DT-CNN is necessary.
Besides, based on the comparison of the convergence situation
between Fig. 5(b) and (d), we can see that the convergence
fluctuation range of optimization process with regard to the
augmented training set can be enlarged, while the oscillating
descent and the convergence process are still stable. Also, the
generative loss of the network trained on the augmented training
set (i.e., 0.2019) is comparable with (even smaller than) that on
the nonaugmented set (i.e., 0.2253). Further validation of the
data augmentation operation will be provided in Section IV-B.
The weights and bias involved in DT-CNN are initialized with
glorot normalization [42], and both translator and identifier are
trained using Adam optimization algorithm [43] as it is computationally efficient. The optimization hyperparameters for the
translator are fixed to β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999 with a learning rate
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Fig. 5. Convergence performance presentation on SARptical data (the dataset will be introduced in Section IV-A). (a) Convergence performance comparison of
100-sized training set and 500-sized training set. (b) Convergence performance of 100-sized training set. (c) Convergence performance of 500-sized training set.
(d) Convergence performance of 100-sized training set without data augmentation.

Algorithm 1: Training Strategy for DT-GCA.
1. Stage 1:
2. Initialize all weights of DT-CNN
3. While epoch < epochs do
• Train the DT-CNN
4. End while
5. Stage 2:
6. Initialize all weights of GCA and load weights of
DT-CNN
7. While epoch < epochs do
• Joint training of GCA and DT-CNN
8. End while
TABLE I
NUMBERS OF TRAINING AND TESTING SAMPLES FOR SEN1-2 DATA
Fig. 6. Training a robust cross-domain translator to map optical → SAR.
The identifier learns to classify between fake and real SAR when its training
state is activated. The translator learns to construct robust knowledge transfer
between optical and SAR images.

of 0.001. The optimization hyperparameters for the identifier are
fixed to β1 = 0.5, β2 = 0.999 with a learning rate of 0.0002. For
the training procedure, DT-CNN is trained in 500 epoches.
Second, optical samples flow through DT-CNN to obtain
features in SAR domain for generating inputs of GCA; therefore,
GCA module models the second task based on previous domain
translation. The weights and bias involved in GCA module are
also initialized with glorot normalization. Finally, GCA module
is optimized via the policy of Adam [43] with a learning rate
of 1e − 4. In the training procedure, GCA module is trained
over 100 epoches. For 500-sized training set, the training time
is about 5.34 h.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, public remote sensing datasets are used to evaluate the proposed DT-GCA. All the programs are implemented
using Python language, and the networks are constructed using
Keras1 and Tensorflow.2
A. Experimental Data
The SEN1-2 data [44], including 282,384 pairs of SAR
and optical patches extracted from versatile Sentinel-1 and
1 [Online].
2 [Online].

Available: https://github.com/fchollet/keras
Available: http://tensorflow.org/

Sentinel-2 scenes, were acquired from across the globe and
throughout all meteorological seasons. Each image patch (both
optical patch and SAR patch) consists of 256 × 256 pixels.
For the optical data, only the red, green, and blue channels
of sentinel-2 dataset are considered for generating realistically
looking RGB images [44]. These data are intended to support
the use of intelligence algorithms for multisource remote sensing
collaborative observation and used for studies on image matching, image-to-image translation, or images correspondence identification. To investigate the identification performance of the
proposed method with limited training samples, we only use the
subset of the original dataset. Here, 2675 pairs are selected in
the spring season, which have been matched, covering scenes
of cities, mountains, woodlands, rivers, cultivated lands, and
coastal features. All these patches are marked as positive samples
(optical and SAR image-pairs were matched and aligned), and
1246 samples are divided as positive training samples while
the remaining samples are served as positive testing samples.
Additionally, 2675 negative pairs are randomly generated using
the unmatched optical and SAR images. Similarly, 1246 negative
samples are divided into training set and the remaining samples
are placed into testing set. Therefore, as listed in Table I, there are
2492 pairs of training samples, including 1246 pairs of positive
samples and 1246 negative samples, respectively. There are 2858
pairs of testing set samples, including 1429 pairs of positive
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Fig. 7. SEN1-2 data: positive pair for (a) optical image, (b) SAR image;
negative pair for (c) optical image, (d) SAR image.
TABLE II
NUMBERS OF TRAINING AND TESTING SAMPLES FOR SARPTICAL DATA

samples and 1429 negative samples, respectively. Fig. 7 shows
some samples of positive and negative pairs for SEN1-2 data.
Using this lightweight dataset, the correspondence estimation
performance of different strategies in case of small samples
could be investigated.
The SARptical data [5], containing 10 108 pairs of corresponding high-resolution TerraSAR-X image and aerial UltraCAM optical image patches, were acquired in downtown Berlin.
Each image patch consists of 112 × 112 pixels. The spatial
resolution of TerraSAR-X image is about 1m. SARptical data
are different from SEN1-2 data in that corresponding optical and
SAR images may present the same object from different view angles. Therefore, these data are likely to be more challenging for
multisource images correspondence identification, it is helpful
to evaluate the geometric-differences processing capacity of the
model. Similarly, we only use the subset of the original dataset
for the performance investigation with training data scarcity.
Here, we select a single correct optical correspondence for each
SAR image patch for constructing positive pairs [20]. In addition, negative pairs are randomly generated using unmatched
optical and SAR images. As listed in Table II, 3000 training pairs
and 3000 testing pairs are eventually obtained. Fig. 8 shows some
samples of positive and negative pairs for SARptical data. For
SARptical data, there exists a serious overlapping phenomenon
among patches, and even for the negative pairs, there is a degree
of correlation among patches. Based on such data basis, it is
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Fig. 8. SARptical data: positive pair for (a) optical image, (b) SAR image;
negative pair for (c) optical image, (d) SAR image.

far more challenging to train models for CA. Particularly, for
correspondence identification training on GCA, DT-CNN adopts
a pre-trained network on the domain-transfer task of SEN1-2
dataset, which provides better generalization and more stable
feature-translation without involving view angle interference.
B. Parameter Tuning
In order to validate the effectiveness of each module (DT-CNN
and GCA) and the role of data augmentation, we compare the
correspondence identification results using different network
configurations based on SEN1-2 data. In GCA and the identifier of DT-CNN, the combination of fully connected layer and
softmax activation function is regarded as the classifier.
Performance Estimation for GCA: GCA module is an independent identification framework that we designed for CA.
Specifically, GCA keeps the correlation of different spatial
scales, which is helpful for robust multisource image correspondence identification, and it can also be used directly for optical
and SAR data correspondence identification. For the separate
GCA module, detailed configurations are the same as that shown
in Fig. 4 except the input feeding manner. The training strategy
of GCA is also the same as that introduced in Section III-C.
PS-CNN [20] is a useful identification strategy with concrete
parameter setting introduction, and it is an original design for
optical and SAR data correspondence identification. As such,
the correspondence prediction performance of individual GCA
module can be validated by comparing the identification performance with the effective baseline, i.e., PS-CNN. And the
comparison results are listed in Table III. More specifically, in
this part of comparison, both GCA and PS-CNN utilize original
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TABLE III
CORRESPONDENCE IDENTIFICATION PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION
FOR GCA ON SEN1-2 DATA

Bold face value is represented for showing that the proposed pipeline has advantages on
classification.

TABLE IV
CORRESPONDENCE IDENTIFICATION PERFORMANCE OF GCA
WITH/WITHOUT DT-CNN ON SEN1-2 DATA

Bold face value is represented for showing that the proposed pipeline has advantages
on classification.

Fig. 9. Correspondence identification performance of DT-GCA under different learning rates on SEN1-2 data.

TABLE V
CORRESPONDENCE IDENTIFICATION PERFORMANCE OF DT-GCA
WITH/WITHOUT DATA AUGMENTATION ON SEN1-2 DATA

Bold face value is represented for showing that the proposed pipeline has advantages on classification.

TABLE VI
CORRESPONDENCE IDENTIFICATION PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
FOR ALL BASELINES ON SEN1-2 DATA

Bold face value is represented for showing that the proposed pipeline has advantages on
classification.

optical and SAR data as input, and the detailed configurations
of PS-CNN are set as in [20].
With/Without DT-CNN: Since SAR and optical images lie on
different manifolds, it is not advisable to compare them directly
using existing descriptors. The optical-SAR domain translator
aims for reducing the measurement distance between multisource images of the same scene. With well-trained DT-CNN,
transfer learning is effectively implemented for optical-SAR
correspondence identification. It should be emphasized that we
only focus on wether DT-CNN can help improve the performance
of GCA, rather than improve the visual effect of generative SAR.
Table IV shows the correspondence identification performance
of GCA module with or without DT-CNN. Apparently, with
DT-CNN, GCA module achieves much better correspondence
identification performance for optical and SAR data.
Learning Rate: Learning rate determines the convergence
speed of the training process, and also affects the training performance of correspondence identification. Here, the learning
rate is set with an initial value with the policy of Adam in
practical implementation. Different learning rates are tested for

Fig. 10. ROC curves of different methods using (a) SEN1-2 data, (b) SARptical data.
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Fig. 11. Correspondence identification performance for DT-GCA, PS-CNN [20], and ReID-NET [35] versus different training data size on SEN1-2 data. (a)
Accuracy. (b) Precision for positive class. (c) Recall for positive class. (d) F1-Score for positive class. (e) Precision for negative class. (f) F1-Score for negative
class.
TABLE VII
CORRESPONDENCE IDENTIFICATION PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
FOR ALL BASELINES ON SARPTICAL DATA

Bold face value is represented for showing that the proposed pipeline has advantages on
classification.

the proposed DT-GCA, and corresponding identification results
are listed in Fig. 9. From the results, the best learning rate is
1e − 4 for the proposed correspondence predictor.
Data Augmentation: With the augmented training data, the
convergence fluctuation range of the optimization process can
be enlarged, while the oscillating descent and the convergence
process are still stable as mentioned in Section III-C. In small
training set case, deep networks are inclined to learn a function
with inappropriate variance such as to perfectly model available
training data. And the imperfect, generated samples can act as a
form of regularization, which can help networks learn more robust features, leading to a more discriminative model. Different
training set configurations are tested for validating the effectiveness of data augmentation as listed in Table V. The comparison
shows that the augmentation scheme can affect the CA result.
C. Correspondence Identification Performance
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed DT-GCA, we
compare it with several state-of-the-art methods, including

the Two-Branch CNN [36], MATCHNet [9], H-NET [45],
H-NET++ [45], ReID-NET [35], and PS-CNN [20]. Besides,
for a fair comparison with other baselines, we use the same
training and testing samples, as shown in Tables I and II. For
a comprehensive comparison, different metrics are used for
evaluating the experimental results, including true positive (TP),
false positive (FP), true negative (TN), false negative (FN),
accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score. The quantitative results
are shown in Tables VI and VII.
From the results, the proposed DT-GCA is obviously superior
to the other methods. Taking the SEN1-2 data for example, the
proposed DT-GCA yields accuracy of 98.60%, which is 54.2%
and over 4% higher than that of the Two-Branch CNN and PSCNN, respectively, and approximately 53% and 22% higher than
that of MATCHNet and ReID-NET, respectively. Thus, it can be
concluded that DT-GCA results in higher identification accuracy
than other comparison baselines for optical and SAR images
correlation estimation.
Fig. 10 further illustrates the effectiveness of the proposed DTGCA. For evaluating all baselines, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are generated by thresholding the distance
between optical-SAR feature pairs in the descriptor space. From
the results, DT-GCA is superior to all other baselines; specifically, taking SEN1-2 data for example, when compared with
PS-NET, DT-GCA produces higher probability of identification
when the FPR varies in a wide range as shown in Fig. 10. For
example, when FPR is relatively small (e.g., 0.1), true positive
rate of DT-GCA achieves approximately 98% while that of
PS-NET is as small as around 70%. To facilitate comparison,
Table VIII lists the area under ROC curve (AUC) values for
all the predictors, and these AUC values are consistent to the
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Fig. 12. Distribution of deeply-learned features under the supervision of softmax loss on SEN1-2 data: (a) Two-Branch CNN [36]. (b) ReID-NET [35].
(c) PS-CNN [20]. (d) DT-GCA.
TABLE VIII
AUC COMPARISONS FOR ALL AFOREMENTIONED METHODS

Bold face value is represented for showing that the proposed pipeline has
advantages on classification.

results shown in Fig. 10. Apparently, the proposed DT-GCA
always provides the best performance.
Fig. 11 illustrates the correspondence identification performance on SEN1-2 data with different size of positive and negative training samples. The relationship between generalization
performance and training set size can also be clearly represented
through the comparison. Particularly, the training set is expanded
to 3000 pairs for providing a detailed sensitivity comparison
report with equal sample-interval. In Fig. 11, the value of 100
represents that the number of positive training pairs is 100, and
the number of negative training pairs is also 100. Hence, total
number of training samples is 200. When the size of training
set is extremely small, all baselines run into the problem of bad
generalization. And the situation occurs because corresponding
model over-fits the training dataset yet has poor fitting ability
on the unpredicted set. With the increase in the number of

Fig. 13. Spatial features of the proposed DT-GCA on SEN1-2 data (optical is
abbreviated as opti). (a) Positive pair. (b) Negative pair.

training samples, the identification performance of all baselines
is increasing accordingly. The proposed DT-GCA consistently
outperforms other methods in terms of different training data
size. For example, in Fig. 11(a), with 1000 training samples, the
accuracy of the proposed DT-GCA is 88.5% while the accuracies
of other methods are all below 80%. Through the comparison
of identification performance on different-sized training set, it
can be demonstrated that the proposed framework is robust to
the situations of small training sample sizes.
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Fig. 14.

Correspondence identification performance of the proposed DT-GCA on SEN1-2 data.

Fig. 15.

Correspondence identification performance of the proposed DT-GCA on SARptical data.

For precise correspondence estimation, the deeply learned
features need to be discriminative for label prediction. In other
words, the deeply learned features dominate the correspondence
identification performance of specific model. In this way, identification does not necessarily depend on the design of sophisticated classifiers, but can be well-classified by the last fully
connected layer, which acts like a simple linear classifier. The
resulting 2-D deeply learned features are illustrated in Fig. 12,
which depict the feature distributions for different baselines.
All features are obtained through the last fully connected layer,
and these 2-D vectors are released before softmax activation
function. Visual results indicate that deep features derived from
the proposed DT-GCA are more separable and discriminative as
shown in Fig. 12(d). Fig. 13 further depicts the original inputs
and spatial features extracted from middle layer of DT-GCA (the
first layer of GCA module). For multisource data correspondence identification, the difficulty lies in the heterogeneous information representation and measurement. As shown in Fig. 13,
the heterogeneity of comparable content between cross-domain
data can be effectively controlled based on the DT-GCA guided
feature extraction. Taking the positive pair as an example, the
structural similarity [46] of original optical and SAR data is
0.0986, while after feature extraction, the similarity is increased
to 0.9175. Hence, the proposed method can effectively control
the heterogeneous representation of multisource, leading to the
superior discriminant results shown in Fig. 12. Moreover, visualization of partial identification results for the proposed method
are illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this article, a DT-GCA was proposed for accurate
multisource images correspondence prediction in limited
training sample environment. The proposed DT-GCA network
combined two steps, i.e., DT-CNN and GCA, with advantages
of knowledge transfer and the adaption of transfer learning
on following correspondence estimation with the well
designed GCA module. Validated on two multisource datasets,
experimental results showed that the proposed DT-GCA could
yield substantial improvements over several baselines, including
the most recent techniques when the training set is limited. In
future work, we will explore the possibility for improvement
on domain adaption with different view angles to enhance
the representation ability of domain-translator and reduce
generalization error of the following correspondence estimation.
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